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Unit 7 Overview 
Fiscal Policy
In this unit you will examine the elements of fiscal policy, the impact of the multiplier effect, and government’s role in fiscal policy.
ID: BU204-07-01-UH


Outcomes
After completing this unit you should be able to: 
	Explain how fiscal policy can impact an economy

Explain the multiplier effect
Describe government’s role in fiscal policy
Course outcomes practiced in this unit: 
BU204-3: Summarize conditions required to promote long term economic growth 


What do you have to do in this unit?
Review the announcement area 
for important course information
	Complete the reading assignments 
	Review the Key Terms and Charts 
on the Course Concepts page
	Participate in the Discussion Board 
after reviewing the Discussion Board Rubric in the syllabus
	Complete the Assignment 
	Attend weekly Seminar 
	Continue working on the Final Assignment 
	Check out Extra!Extra! 
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Chapter 13: Fiscal Policy 
Chapter Objectives 
Students will learn in this chapter:
	What fiscal policy is and why it is an important tool in managing economic fluctuations.

Which policies constitute an expansionary fiscal policy and which constitute a contractionary fiscal policy.
Why fiscal policy has a multiplier effect and how this effect is influenced by automatic stabilizers.
Why governments calculate the cyclically adjusted budget balance.
Why a large public debt may be a cause for concern.
	Why implicit liabilities of the government are also a cause for concern.




Key Concepts

Government Purchases
Taxes
Transfer Payments
Expansionary and contractionary policies
Effect of the multiplier and MPC
Budget balance, surplus and deficit
National Debt


Writing Assignment

1. Use the Kaplan electronic library and databases to research and compose a 5-paragraph essay (APA format) to identify a minimum of 3 economic concepts and/or theories from this course and how they relate to some current event (properly cite a minimum of three electronic references). (10 points)
 
2. Record the methods you used to discover these sources. (10 points)  
 
3. Which data bases did you search?   What combination of search terms did you use?   Which methods resulted in the most hits?   Which methods resulted in few or no hits?    (10 points)


